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The aim of the conference was to start a new conversation on the future of Dorset’s
Civil Society. The day was led off by Professor Gerry Stoker and Dan Corry from New
Philanthropy Capital (NPC), a charity think tank who are leading the dialogue
nationally about the relationship between government and the future of Civil Society
in a new Britain.
Dan Corry & Gerry Stoker’s paper argues that:
“a good starting point would be re-orientating our attitude to, and policies towards,
the third sector and civil society more broadly. Putting civil society at the centre of
our thinking—and not seeing it as an added extra or a place to pick up the pieces
left by the market and the state—helps address many of the things that people find
disempowering and alienating in modern economies and society”.

Contents:
1. The contribution of delegates from the workshop exercises designed to
highlight the barriers to partnership working and demonstrate what each
partnership has to offer the other (pg 2);
2. The Action Statements made by delegates to move the conversation on in
Dorset (pg 7);
3. A sample of the Evaluation Comments collected from delegates as part of our
conference feedback (pg 9);
4. Next steps – to continue the conversation in Dorset and contribute to the
national debate on the future of civil society (pg 10).
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1. WORKSHOP – Table top exercises
Table Top Conversation 1
“What are the challenges that can prevent Private, Statutory & VCSE sectors working
together?” (10 mins)
ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE










Lack of willingness to engage
Lack of interest in developing communities
Lack of involvement and empowerment of VCSE sector in decision making
Hierarchical structure
Lack of transparency
Assumptions about the VCSE sector – unprofessional, free/cheap option
Lack of VCSE influence/power
Lack of evaluation mechanisms to learn from what is being done
Lack of acknowledgement that it is harder to evidence prevention work

POOR COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS








Time needed to create collaboration – not costed
Fears of letting go
Knowing who is accountable
Competition v Collaboration
o “price point” determines contract success
o Causes a reluctance to share
o Creates duplication
o Preferred providers – reduces innovation
o Ignores common ground – creates a desperate search for a USP
Territorialism / Protectionism = Isolation
Plethora of Organisations
o Knowledge of each other is limited in VCSE sector
o Knowledge of the variety of VCSE organisations is limited in Private/Statutory sectors

LACK OF COMMUNICATION MECHANISMS





Missed opportunities to share, innovate and collaborate
Consultation does not achieve action/change
Failure to listen
Lack of sharing of data – reduces useful evidence of local need
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Lack of community engagement around “known” local issues – prevents identification of
local solutions

LACK OF TIME & MONEY






Lack of Core Funding – creates a lack of capacity
Short term funding = short term, not long term solutions
Austerity
No money for training & development – creates lack of innovation/creativity (stick with
what we know we can do)
Equal partners – collaboration, co-design & co-production costs money. Equity requires
paid time to invest in community developed solutions (all participants time should be paid)

RISK ADVERSE & BUREAUCRATIC PROCUREMENT










Procurement rules – favour large organisations / preferred partners
Lack of flexibility
Lack of development resources inbuilt into procurement costs
No recognition of added benefit of “not-for-profit” – get more activity for the same money
as all goes back into project/community activity (not spent on profit).
No support for smaller organisational infrastructure
Lack of understanding around VCSE sector accounts e.g. “restricted & unrestricted” funding
Time to monitor and evaluate not included in funding – often evaluation comes after
funding has ended
Success criteria is inconsistent
Procurement process deadlines make collaboration difficult
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Table Top Conversation 2
“What support would Private and Statutory sectors request from the VCSE sector?”
(10 mins)
DO MORE WITH LESS





Not for Profit – more of funding goes into either charitable aims or project
Social Value – inbuilt into provision as standard by VCSE sector
Use of volunteers adds an additional element of social value
Increase in Social Capital – community based, locally provided solutions

LINK PRIVATE & STATUTORY SERVICES WITH THE COMMUNITY
 VCSE sector is made up of Trusted Community Partners who can support easy access for
partners to the community
 Can act as a conduit for “the hard to reach”
 Diversity of sector – reflects the diversity of the community (age, gender, race etc.)
 VCSE network is made up of the community – volunteers, clients, beneficiaries
 VCSE sector provision has inbuilt “area of benefit” so is locally focused
 Can provide insight / local community intelligence
 Can act as a “local host” to draw in community members and aid engagement
EXPERTISE / MODELS OF COMMUNITY SUPPORT
 Examples of successful Asset Transfer / Share – use what has worked. Opportunity to learn
from where this has gone well
 Expertise is often untapped by potential partners – this could replace bringing in outside
consultants for solutions
 VCSE sector is built on; finding gaps / filling gaps / picking up slack
 VCSE sector supports community ownership
 Proven outcomes – often unknown to potential partners
HELP PARTNERS TO MEET THEIR OUTCOMES






Support co-design & co-production
Support co-delivery with communities
Link volunteers & user groups to partner projects
Information sharing – local perspective
Provision of volunteers/experts by experience to help procurement services grade bids and
interview potential providers of services
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COULD SHARE COMMUNITY SUCCESSES / WHAT WORKS
 Community sharing of impact / outcomes – mechanism needed. Would benefit all
community partners
 Mechanism could lead to creating a case for investment
 Would provide evidence of need
 Would provide evidence of what is working (locally)
SHARE EXTERNAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES





VCSE sector can access funding that is not open to other sectors
Collaborative bid writing support could create greater local income from grants/trusts
Match funding for innovation / pilots / research could be made available
Procurement support – cost effective procurement making use of local evidence of need
from feasibility studies / community consultation via external funds (e.g. BIG Lottery Awards
for All)

Table Top Conversation 3
“What support can Private and Statutory sectors offer to the VCSE sector?” (10 mins)
1.

APPRECIATION / RECOGNITION
 Promotion of local VCSE services
 Endorsement of local VCSE services

2.

MAKE USE OF VCSE SECTOR AS A LINK TO THEIR COMMUNITY
 Make use of VCSE newsletters (paid for)
 Advertise on VCSE websites (paid for)
 Promote events via VCSE network (paid for)
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3.

IN-KIND / PRO-BONO SUPPORT







4.

Offer premises for free – office space / meeting rooms / venues
Financial / HR support
Procurement / Bid writing expertise
IT support / advice
Share specialist skills & resources
Offer equipment loans / recycle old office equipment / IT hardware/software
COMMISSION A SERVICE – DON’T JUST MAKE A DONATION

 Buy-in “hosts” for an event – This promotes a service and provides useful funding for core
services (e.g.; local children’s hospice, cancer charity), VCSE groups have lots of
hosting/fundraising event experience
 Buy-in “expert” advice for communicating with your local community
 Buy-in “expert by experience” support to effectively communicate with target audiences
 Buy-in Social Value expertise – to meet requirements of Social Value Act & support Corporate
Social Responsibility
 Buy-in expert by experience “auditors” to monitor your social impact / equality statements
 Buy-in “design” support to demonstrate local involvement
 Buy-in advertising space from VCSE partners to engage with your local community
 Book VCSE sector premises for events – e.g.; village halls / community centres / historic
buildings of interest
5.

SHARE KNOWLEDGE & DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
 Invite VCSE groups to training opportunities e.g. employment law / data protection
 Encourage employee volunteering – promote local opportunities
 Reward employee volunteering – through supervision/appraisal structures or on employee
intranet “volunteer of the month” etc.
 Promote Trustee opportunities as a way for managers to gain board experience – in build into
supervision/appraisal – allow time off to attend board meetings
 Share data – make all local data as accessible for the community as possible

6.

THINK “NOT-FOR-PROFIT” WHEN LOOKING FOR PARTNERS
 Know what is available in local area
 Add “think not-for-profit” to aims to improve localism/personalisation
 Make use of VCSE provision as partners for community: Engagement
 Communication
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Promotion
Access
Development
Consultation
Design

2. SAMPLE OF PERSONAL ACTION STATEMENTS


“Continue to lobby central government to change the NPPE so that the local plan method can
provide social housing that is needed”
Josephine Parish



“Engage more with local voluntary groups in Wareham and how appreciation for what they
do”
Cllr Beryl Ezzard



“Will promote the thinking and ideas emerging from the conference”
Wilbert Smith



“Look at ways we can build relationships and engage better with policy makers. Review our
organisation action plan to look at how we can work collaboratively to achieve our objectives”
Emma Lee



“Will ask to be part of the Dorset Care Framework. Will contact Rebecca Knox to challenge
her regarding the fact that we deliver on behalf of DCC but are no longer funded by the
Council”
Natalie Sherring



“Consideration of VCSE as a member of the Dorset Joint Committee”
Cllr Barry Quinn



“Report back to my Parish Council & DAPTC Executive. Read Stoker & Corry report”
Cllr K.D. Johnson
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“Talk to my organisation about the changes they need to make to improve ‘working
together’”
Dian Isaacs



“Contacting individual speakers and delegates to continue conversations started today”
Michael Pochin



“To create the right space and environment in my locality for developing strong relationships,
constructive challenge and fruitful collaboration”
Mark Phillips



“Reading NPC report, formally becoming a member of DCA”
Chris Wilson



“Ensure an equal seat on and involvement in the development of services in Dorset for the
community and voluntary sector e.g. A seat on the Joint Committee”
Jane Nicklen



“I aim to become more involved in local community projects, enabling a better understanding
of how we can move forward together”
Helen Lawrence



“Researching 360 giving and Dorset Care Framework”
Katy Pascoe



“Have agreed to join local discussion about the topic and issue raised by conference”
Brian Wilson



I will continue to engage with the debate. Ongoing”
Richard Toft



“To continue to support and encourage openness, genuine communication, break down
barriers between groups. To continue to challenge and be persistent about policy changes
that directly affects the lives of ordinary people. To stand firm and speak out when we are
told we are wrong. To aim to keep calm and carry on ! To support and advance the principles
of genuine sustainability according to the resources of one planet.”
Collette Drayson
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3. SAMPLE OF EVALUATION COMMENTS
 “Interesting & informative, lots of networking with different V&C people. Panel impressive
and engaging”
 “Table top conversations – not enough time and too much talking”
 “Lots of good questions, but no agreement on ways forward”
 “If I were a doubting Thomas I’d say I have heard it all before, however, perhaps austerity
has impacted those at the top of the hierarchy enough to force change”
 “Thank you DCA. An important conversation – I hope it results in real action and change.
The hard work starts now”
 “Slightly disappointed that the afternoon panel did not include a female representative” –
DCA reply: it is fair to say we received more comments about this than any other issue – The
original panel included 2 women who unfortunately were unable to attend on the day and
we sent male replacements, which did create an unbalanced panel.
 “Really excellent event, well managed and delivered”
 “Good with reservations- message is good BUT the implementation of it needs time to be
given to the concept; my reservation stems from the presentations/format of today’s
conference it allowed little input from the wider room. In order to involve us and listen, you
need to provide time within the agenda. To actually listen instead of just telling us that you
are listening!”
 “Excellent range of speakers – all had useful and interesting points. More time for the table
talks and feedback (seemed a little rushed). Great day – Thank you for organising”

EVALUATION RESULTS
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37 evaluation forms were returned
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5
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EXTENDED FEEDBACK
Thank you, to all those who took the time to contact us directly with additional comments about
the future of Civil Society in Dorset. We will share these comments on our website with a copy of
this report.
DCA’s Trustees would welcome the opportunity to hear from groups that would like to share their
ideas further. Please email: info@dorsetcommunityaction.og.uk to arrange a slot to discuss any
ideas with Trustees at a future DCA Board Meeting.

4. NEXT STEPS
1. DCA will contact all delegates in January to check on Action Statements and collect further
feedback.
2. DCA will publish further findings on website for whole sector engagement.
3. DCA will share delegate suggestions with wider National Debate - If you would like to
contribute feedback directly to the inquiry, please follow this link:
https://civilsocietyfutures.org/takepart/
Thank you again for taking the time to be with us, and for helping us to raise the profile of civil
society in Dorset. For further information please contact:
Dorset Community Action
Tel: 01305 216407
Email: info@dorsetcommunityaction.org.uk
Website: www.dorsetcommunityaction.org.uk
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